We propose a simple and flexible framework for forecasting the joint density of asset returns. The multinormal distribution is augmented with a polynomial in (time-varying) non-central co-moments of assets. We estimate the coefficients of the polynomial via the Method of Moments for a carefully selected set of co-moments. In an extensive empirical study, we compare the proposed model with a range of other models widely used in the literature. Employing a recently proposed technique to evaluate multivariate forecasts, we conclude that the augmented joint density provides highly accurate forecasts of the negative tail of the joint distribution.
Introduction
The finance literature is replete with models and applications of point forecasts. For example, the celebrated ARCH model of Engle (1982) projects the next period's level of volatility as a function of current and lagged squared returns. However, the amount of information contained and exploited in point forecasts is considerably lower than in the case of interval or density forecasting (see, for example, Christoffersen, 1998) . A density forecast is an estimate of the probability distribution of the possible realizations of a variable, thereby providing a full description of the uncertainty associated with the forecast. This contrasts sharply with the point forecast which, by definition, provides no such information. This simple observation in itself provides a strong case for density forecasting. Moreover, the recent prominence of the risk management industry which heavily relies on density forecasting has strengthened this approach. Indeed, financial companies such as Reuters, Bloomberg, J.P. Morgan regularly provide density forecasts for their clients. The aim of this practice is to provide the user with a procedure which generates density forecasts of tailored portfolio returns over a specified horizon. One example is the Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk (SPAN) framework which has become an industry standard for calculating margin requirements for customers and clearing house members. SPAN is essentially a mixture of stress tests performed on each underlying asset in the portfolio (see, for example, Artzner et al., 1999) . Moreover, density forecasts are also of particular interest to regulators where the obvious examp le is Value-at-Risk (VaR), which since its adoption by the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision (1996) has become the most widely used risk measurement tool in the banking sector.
As already pointed out, the ARCH model is mainly concerned with point forecasting.
Under certain circumstances, it is possible to construct density forecasts with the volatility estimate obtained from an ARCH model and , hence, it could be argued that the former stems from the latter. Indeed, under normal or, more generally, ell iptical distributions, one can obtain a forecast for the entire distribution from a volatility forecast. The simplifying assumption of elliptically distributed returns (in some cases augmented with a time-varying variance), which ensures tractability, is paramount in finance with wide ranging applications in risk management, asset and option pricing and portfolio decisions. There is however, increasing evidence that asset returns are not elliptically distributed. For example, Singleton and Wingender (1986) find evidence of skewness in the distribution of stock returns. Simkowitz and Beedles (1978) show that the degree of skewness preference of investors will impact on the extent of their diversification since the higher the degree of skewness, the fewer assets investors will hold given that diversification reduces the skewness of a portfolio, while Cotner (1991) documents the impact of asymmetries on option prices. More recent evidence on nonnormality of return distribution is provided i.a. by Bae et al. (2003) , Bali and Weinbaum (2007) , and Polanski and Stoja (2009a) . When the normality assumption is violated then a specification and forecast of the entire conditional joint distribution is necessary. More generally, decision making under uncertainty with asymmetric loss function and non-Gaussian variables involves density forecasts. Applications of d ensity forecasting in finance and economics are surveyed and discussed in Tay and Wallis (2000) .
The literature on modeling the entire density of a random variable is more limited. Gallant et al. (1991) employ a semi-parametric framework to forecast the density which relies on a series expansion of the normal. Hansen (1994) proposes the auto regressive conditional density model which employs a skewed student-t conditional distribution.
Other approaches to modelling the conditional density of returns include the exponential generalized beta of McDonald and Xu (1995) and skewed generalized-t distribution of Theodossiou (1998) . Another strand of literature on density forecasting originates in the seminal contribution of Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) and relies on extracting the implied density from the option prices via the Black-Scholes pricing model (see, for example, Fackler and King, 1990; Jackwerth and Rubinstein, 1996; Bahra, 1997) .
The cited literature is exclusively focused on modeling the univariate density of returns.
However, financial decision making usually involves more than one risky asset. The standard practice here, as in the early univariate density literature, is to assume that the density is multinormal with a possibly time-varying covariance matrix (see Diebold et al., 1999) . In this case, the correlation coefficient adequately captures the dependence between assets. However, joint normality is no t supported by empirical evidence (see, for example, Guidolin and Timmermann, 2006) . Moreover, correlation is only a measure of linear dependence and suffers from a number of limitations (see Embrechts et al., 2002) .
For example, Patton (2004) argues that the dependence between assets is stronger during market downturns than during market upturns while Polanski and Stoja (2009a) show that the probability of extreme events, as measured by the tail thickness, varies over time.
These findings imply that results obtained via the standard elliptical distributions would generally be invalid.
To address this shortcoming, Patton (2007) advocates the copula approach in which the multivariate density is modelled as the product of the marginal densities of variables and the copula function which captures the dependence between the variables. The copula technique is flexible as the marginal densities can all be different from each other (and from the copula). However, in the finance literature it is mainly employed in the bivariate case. Recent attempts to generalise it to the multivariate case turned out to be technically and computationally demanding which detracts somewhat from their usefulness (see, for example, Aas et al., 2009) .
In this paper, we propose a novel technique to modelling the multivariate density of asset returns. We approximate the joint density as the product of a multivariate normal and a polynomial which adjusts it for the estimated time-varying (co-)moments of the variables of interest. We estimate the coefficients of the polynomial via the Method of Moments (MM). This approach provides a flexible tool for modelling the empirical joint distribution of financial data, which in addition to volatility, exhibits time-varying higher (co-)moments. While our method maintains the simplicity of the multivariate normal distribution, it can be easily adapted to more complex distribution functions and generalized moments. Furthermore, we extend the extant literature by employing the MM-estimated augmented joint density (AJD) to forecast multivariate VaR (MVaR).
Similar to its univariate counterpart, MVaR determines the probability of extreme losses for two or more assets.
Our analysis employs daily returns of highly traded stock indices and exchange rates. The results suggest that the time-varying conditional (co-)moments are very important in characterising the joint return distributions and yield significant improvements in the forecasting of MVaR. While a specifically developed test shows that our density forecasts cannot adequately approximate the distribution over the entire domain, they are successful in approximating the negative tail of the joint distribution of returns which is the focus of risk management.
The outline of the remainder of this paper i s as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the theoretical framework for the MM multivariate density forecasting. Section 3 describes the statistical evaluation method. Section 4 presents the data and the empirical results while Section 5 concludes.
Theoretical Framework
We approximate the multivariate distribution of a vector X = ) ,..., ( 1 n X X of returns by a polynomially-adjusted multinormal probability density function (pdf)
is the n-dimensional normal pdf with mean µ and the variance-covariance matrix S, then
is the product of f(x;µ,S) and a polynomial in x = ) ,..., 
for the coefficients s λ , where
is the expectation operator with respect to f ) . Since solving quadratic equations is in general an NP-hard problem (with several applications in cryptography), we can approximate the solution to (2) for a large number of assets by minimizing the weighted sum of squared deviations,
with respect to the coefficients s λ , where v ω is the weight of the co-moment corresponding to v . Note that for a sufficiently high weight v ω for v = (0,…,0),
integrates to one,
requires, therefore, a set of non-central co-moments, each defined by a vector of exponents v . In the empirical applications of Section 4, each comoment vector v in (2) is also used as a co-moment vector s in the polynomial part of
(1) and vice versa. The co-moments employed in the MM estimation (2) mirror, therefore, the polynomial terms in the forecast (1), although this is not a necessary condition for the applicability of our model.
The AJD (1) provides a flexible modelling framework. Interestingly, by including in it higher co-moments, the multinormal distribution can be tailored to the specific features of financial data such as fat tails, jo int asymmetry and -in a slightly modified versionasymmetric dependence among assets. 1 1 For example, the AJD (1) could be modified to capture the higher dependence among assets during market downturns than during market upturns. To this end, we would include a term which is activated whenever all returns are nega tive as illustrated in the bivariate density forecast u , and the current actual return t x , raised to the power of k ,
Therefore, an EWMA moment can be interpreted as a weighted average of past returns , raised to the appropriate power, encapsulating information from all past shocks with exponentially declining importance attached. This can be extended to n assets and noncentral co-moments defined by a vector of exponents ) ,..., in the MM optimization (2). The polynomial coefficients that minimize (2), together with the estimates of the mean and variance of the multinormal part in (1), fully define the density forecast f ) . Note that the forecasts are dynamic in the sense that they evolve over time. In the next section, we discuss the evaluation of multidimensional density forecasts.
Statistical Evaluation Method
A correct density forecast should be unconditionally and conditionally accurate.
Unconditional accuracy of a continuous univariate (time-varying) density forecast t f )
implies that the frequency of observations t x , for which the probability integral transformation (PIT) ) Pr( ) ( :
, approaches α as the sample size T increases (Rosenblatt, 1952) . In other words, the PIT sequence
computed from observations
x 1 } { = , must be uniformly distributed on the unit interval when the forecasts are correct. Polanski and Stoja (2009b) As in the univariate case, the assessment of MVaR forecasts is inherently difficult. Since the actual MVaR is not observable, the accuracy of the forecasted MVaR cannot be directly evaluated. One can, however, compute the proportion of observations, which exceed the MVaR forecast and compare this number with a required significance level.
We refer to this procedure as unconditional accuracy. On the other hand, the conditional accuracy requires that the number of observations that exceed the MVaR forecast should be unpredictable when conditioned on the available information. To assess both types of accuracy, we employ the unconditional accuracy test of Kupiec (1995) and the conditional accuracy test of Christoffersen (1998 
Empirical Study

Data
To evaluate the performance of our model, we tested out-of-sample the forecasts for the joint distribution of the daily returns of S&P500, Dow Jones and Nasdaq equity indices as well as the forecasts for the joint distribution of the exchange rates of GBP, CHF and JPY measured against the USD. We investigated also the performance of our model in the inter-temporal dependence context by modelling the joint distribution of returns of an asset over five consecutive business days. Jones, and the lowest between Dow Jones and Nasdaq. In line with previous evidence for daily returns, the null hypothesis of normality is strongly rejected by the Bera-Jarque statistic. Panel B in Table 1 reports the same summary statistics for the exchange rates, where, with the exception of the correlation coefficients which are significantly lower, similar observations apply. In particular, the null hypothesis of normality is again strongly rejected for the exchange rates.
[ Table 1 ]
The joint distribution of the log returns of n assets,
where t i p , is the closing price at date t, were forecasted according to three models.
In the basic model N, the forecast
at date t+1 was simply the multinormal pdf with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix estimated from the historical returns in the moving window ) ,..., (
Model N2 used the EWMA specification (4) to forecast the second (co-)moments, The forecasted latter moments were used to construct the variance-covariance matrix
. N2 corresponds, therefore, to the EWMA-multinormal model (see Diebold et al., 1999) .
Finally, in the model N24, the forecasted multinormal pdf from N2 was multiplied by the polynomial term,
that included the fo urth (co-)moments. 3 The coefficients ν λ in the polynomial (7) were estimated by MM with the moment forecasts (5) for the vectors of exponents v from (7).
2 Polanski and Stoja (2009a) show that this procedure is equivalent to the ML estimation
As in N2, the parameters t v , γ in (5) were set to minimize the squared sum of historical errors (6).
Results
The out-of-sample evaluation of density forecasts was based on the scores
,
. For all three models and for all data sets under study, the Pearson's (2001), in which the observations not falling into the negative tail of the distribution (with cut-off point being decided by the user's requirements) are truncated. 3 We also experimented with a polynomial including the odd co-moments, but in our datasets they were found to have little impact on the negative tail of the joint density which was our main focus.
Henceforth, we focus only on the negative tail of the distribution which is the relevant part of the distribution for risk management purposes. We observed that the MVaR forecasts from N24 were accurate for relatively low values of the nominal level α in all data sets under study. Note that the latter MVaR are of particular importance for the assessment of the joint risk of financial assets of interest.
In Table 2 , we report the actual MVaR exceedance rates for different nominal levels α , together with Kupiec's (1995) unconditional ( u t ) and Christoffersen's (1998) conditional ( c LR ) test statistics for the joint density of S&P500, Dow Jones and Nasdaq indices. The simple constant-higher-moments N and N2 models perform poorly, conditionally and unconditionally, with exception rates often higher than twice the nominal exception level.
In sharp contrast to N and N2, the inclusion of the fourth co-moments in the specification of N24 dramatically improves the quality of the forecasts both conditionally and unconditionally. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Table 3 , where we report the same statistics for the joint density of GBP, CHF and JPY exchange rates. These findings confirm the importance of (even) higher (co-)moments in the density forecasting of financial data as observed previously fo r unidimensional variables (Polanski and Stoja, 2009a) .
[ Table 2 and 3]
In addition to the joint density of returns on different assets, financial institutions may be interested in the joint density of extreme losses on the same asset over consecutive business days. Table 4 presents the actual MVaR exceedance rates for different nominal levels α , together with Kupiec's (1995) unconditional ( u t ) and Christoffersen's (1998) conditional ( (7500 daily observations were used to construct a sequence of 1500 quintuple observations). Although for high α the improvements on MVaR forecasts are not significant, for lower levels of α the dominance of the AJD over its simpler counterparts is overwhelming both conditionally and unconditionally . This illust rates that incorporating higher co-moments in the joint density of returns yields significant improvements in MVaR forecasting, not only cross-sectionally but also in an intertemporal context.
[ Table 4 ]
Summary and Conclusion
We propose a simple and flexible framework for forecasting the joint density of asset returns. The multinormal distribution is augmented with a polynomial in time-varying higher co-moments, where the coefficients of the polynomial are MM estimated for a carefully selected set of co-moments. In an empirical study, we compare the proposed model with a range of other models widely used in the literature. Although a recently proposed goodness-of-fit test (Polanski & Stoja, 2009b) shows that none of the models examined provides an accurate description of the entire joint distribution of returns, the AJD performs well in the negative tail of the distribution. By focusing on the negative tail, which relates to the probability of joint extreme losses, we keep with the standard risk management practice. In spite of its conceptual and computational simplicity, our framework appears to deliver a highly accurate forecast of the joint risk.
A consequence of the conceptual simplicity and flexibility is its intuitive appeal. The comoments, used in the MM estimation, relate directly to the shape of the joint distribution.
Furthermore, the structure of density forecasts is the same for an arbitrary number of assets. Regarding the computational cost, we note that the estimation of multidimensional functions can be limited by specifying only a few co-moments in the objective function (2) whereas each forecast is evaluated by computing a single multidimensional integral. Possible extensions of the basic model could include the asymmetric dependence of returns on joint positive and negative shocks and/or augment ing other functions than the standard normal. z -scores that are less than the nominal level α (i.e., observations that exceed the α -MVaR), the Kupiec's t-statistic to test the unconditional accuracy and the Christoffersen's likelihood ratio statistic to test conditional accuracy for different nominal levels. Model N is the normal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix estimated for each t in the window [t-T, t] for T=498 and t=1,…,2000. Model N2 is normal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix estimated according to EMWA (5). Model N24 is normal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix and all 4 th moments estimated according to EMWA (5). z -scores that are less than the nominal level α (i.e., observations that exceed the α -MVaR), the Kupiec's t-statistic to test the unconditional accuracy and the Christoffersen's likelihood ratio statistic to test the conditional accuracy for different nominal levels. Model N is the n ormal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix estimated for each t in the window [t-T, t] for T=498 and t=1,…,2000. Model N2 is normal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix estimated according to EMWA (5). Model N24 is normal distribution with zero mean and the variance-covariance matrix and all 4 th moments estimated according to EMWA (5).
